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Abstract 

Pet food palatability depends on first and foremost on the pet and is related to the pet food 

sensory properties such as aroma, texture, and flavor.  Sensory analysis of pet foods may 

be conducted by humans via descriptive or hedonic analysis, pets via acceptance or 

preference tests, and through a number of instrumental analysis methods.  Sensory analysis 

of pet foods provides additional information on reasons behind palatable and unpalatable 

foods as pets lack linguistic capabilities.  Furthermore, sensory analysis may be combined 

with other types of information such as personality and environment factors to increase 

understanding of acceptable pet foods.  Most pet food flavor research is proprietary and, 

thus, there are a limited number of publications available.  Funding opportunities for pet 

food studies would increase research and publications and this would help raise public 
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awareness of pet food related issues.  This mini-review addresses current pet food sensory 

analysis literature and discusses future challenges and possibilities. 
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Introduction 

Global production of pet foods has increased within the past years and sales in the 

United States alone reached 19 billion US dollars in 2012.1   Dry dog food, followed by dry 

cat food, wet cat food, and dog treats have the biggest shares of the total sales.  Product 

development is intense with more than 400 food products being developed for dogs and 

more than 500 food products for cats in 2010.2  According to the US pet ownership 

statistics, in 2011 there were more than 84 million cats and 75 million dogs in the United 

States alone. 3  In many developed countries cats and dogs are considered more than pets, 

they are life companions.  This humanization trend has induced development and 

marketing of premium brands as well as inclusion of raw ingredients and formulations that 

follow human food trends.4  Rapid product development is usually accompanied by 

research, and also publications.  So far most of the research has been proprietary and the 

number of publications regarding pet food sensory properties research is limited.  

Appearance, aroma, texture, and flavor are sensory characteristics that are 

important in determining pet food acceptability.  Pet food flavor research has some 

challenges, though.  Parallels can be drawn with infant food acceptability research as both 

infants and pets lack the linguistic capabilities to express themselves.  Nevertheless pets 
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are capable of influencing feeding time, quantity, and type of food served with their 

behavior.5  In addition just like infants have parents, pets have their owners to determine if 

a food is acceptable before serving.  Thus researchers need to find ways to link liking or 

preference of pet food as perceived by the pet and owner perception of the food into a 

product concept and into sustained consumption by the pet.  Considering the large number 

of companion animals, and the breeds, genders, ages, sizes, activity levels, numbers in a 

household, and the myriad of human family characteristics that can influence pet feeding, 

this task is not straightforward.  However, sensory analysis methods can help in 

understanding pet and owner behavior and pet food selection by providing additional 

information to pet food manufacturers and animal scientists. 

Sensory analysis has two main types of methods: analytical (descriptive and 

discrimination) and consumer (acceptance, preference, consumption, and qualitative 

testing).6-7  Pet food appearance, aroma, flavor, and texture can be characterized using 

humans and instruments, while preference or consumption can be measured using either 

animals or humans (Fig. 1).  More specifically, human sensory analysis can include 

description of sensory properties or acceptance or preference testing by pet owners, and 

food or attitude-related testing through questionnaires.  Analysis by pets is usually focused 

on choice, consumption, or behavioral characteristics of the pet before, during, and after 

eating. 

The use of humans has obvious limitations because human taste and flavor 

perception is different from that of a dog or cat.8-9  For example cats are considered not 

able to taste most carbohydrates as sweet10, while the similarity or difference in responses 
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to L-α-amino acid solutions depend on the amino acid11; both dogs and cats are considered 

carnivores and this underlines the importance of meat flavor and umami taste to them.  

Further comparisons among species have been detailed elsewhere.12-13  The importance of 

olfactory sense was demonstrated by Houpt et al.14 who showed that food odor needs to be 

paired with food flavor in order for the food to be continuously accepted.  According to 

Neufeld15 olfactory sense of cats and dogs is more advanced than the one of humans, while 

taste perception has developed further in humans.  In addition, Griffin16 stresses the 

importance of tactile stimuli and mouthfeel perception (i.e. texture) in understanding pet 

food palatability or acceptance by animals.  Although some aspects of perception may be 

different, descriptive sensory information from humans may be helpful in understanding 

pet food acceptance or rejection by both humans and pets.  Instrumental analysis, such as 

gas chromatography mass spectroscopy and high pressure liquid chromatography, 

electronic noses and tongues; other methods to measure volatile compounds, acids, sugars, 

peptides and protein analysis; and instrumental texture analysis are available to aid in 

sensory research.  This mini-review addresses current pet food sensory analysis literature 

and discusses future challenges and possibilities. 

 

Sensory Analysis of Pet Foods 

Descriptive sensory analysis 

Descriptive sensory analysis of pet foods describes product appearance, aroma, 

texture, and flavor characteristics and measures the intensity of these characteristics on a 

scale.  Descriptive sensory analysis information can be used in combination with other 
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types of information about the product, such as ingredients, processing, or palatability data 

to explain effects of ingredients or processing on flavor or texture.  Descriptive sensory 

analysis can be used for different purposes from marketing research to developing new 

products, or for quality control.  Descriptive sensory analysis of pet foods has been limited.  

Lin et al.17 studied lipids and processing conditions effects on sensory aromatic and 

appearance characteristics of extruded pet food.  These authors found a correlation 

between pet food appearance and fat content.  Furthermore these authors found that fat 

content and source had an effect on the intensity of fatty, painty, and cardboard odors as 

well as texture characteristic oily surface.   

In 1999 Denis et al. looked at twelve moist cat foods and tried to determine 

relationships among sensory aroma and appearance attributes, gas chromatography (GC), 

texture, gas sensor measurements, and palatability.18  These authors found that although 

sensory analysis predicts palatability better than some instrumental measurements, because 

of time and cost related to conducting a descriptive sensory panel analyses, instruments 

may provide a faster option for the pet food industry. 

Both Denis et al.18 and Lin et al.17 only looked at aroma properties of pet foods.  

This can be understood from a pet owner standpoint: pet food needs to look and smell 

acceptable as the owner prepares dry or canned food to the pet.  Other studies19-21 have also 

included flavor analysis in pet food research.  According to Di Donfrancesco et al.21 aroma 

attributes don’t necessarily predict flavor characteristics of the product.  This is important 

as pets make the initial decision to eat based on aroma, but continue eating only if flavor of 

the food is delivered as promised by the aromatics.14 
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Two studies were conducted by Pickering in 2009 on dry and wet cat foods.19-20  

This author focused on both aromatic and flavor attributes of the foods and found that 

sensory analysis could be a useful tool in enhancing understanding of cat food flavor 

properties.  Furthermore this author suggested both wet and dry cat foods are highly 

complex in flavor characteristics.  A similar conclusion was reached by Di Donfrancesco et 

al., who studied dry dog foods and developed a sensory lexicon that included more than 70 

appearance, aroma, flavor, and texture attributes by analyzing 21 commercial products.21  

According to the list of attributes used in descriptive studies (Table 1-3), pet foods are not 

simple products when it comes to flavor characteristics.  Attributes that were used in two 

or more studies were: overall color or lightness, size uniformity, oily, size, and surface 

roughness or smoothness for appearance; burnt, cardboard, caramel, chicken, cooked, fish, 

grain or cereal, liver, meaty, metallic, methionine, offaly, oxidized oil or painty, prawn, 

pungent, rancid or oxidized, soy, spice, vegetable, vitamin, bitter, salty, sour, and sweet for 

odor and flavor attributes; cohesiveness, firmness, fracturability or brittleness, gritty, and 

hardness for texture attributes.  Although main vocabulary seems to exist for description of 

pet foods, there is ample room for further studies to look at the specific effects of 

processing, such as extrusion and baking, packaging, ingredient effects, and formulation on 

sensory characteristics.  Furthermore, sensory studies should aim at explaining 

acceptability, and palatability based on sensory analysis and instrumental measurements.
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Consumer studies 

Owners 

Information from the pet owner or the pet, or both can be collected during 

consumer studies related to pet food.  Consumer studies provide additional understanding 

of pet food selection as well as explain acceptability and preference issues.  A decision to 

purchase a pet product often is made on the packaging and marketing claims; repurchase 

depends on the delivered product experience that is related to the sensory properties, such 

as the pet’s breath smells fresher to the owner after consuming a dental treat.   

Most pet-related consumer studies have been conducted via questionnaires and 

typically inquire about income, age, level of education, living area, number of pets, and 

relationships about pets.22  Tesfom and Birch23 conducted a study about pet food shopping 

behavior and tried to relate this behavior back to human food shopping behavior.  These 

authors found that dog owners are more worried about buying healthy food for their dogs 

than for themselves.  In addition they found dog owners to be more loyal to dog food 

brands than they would be with human foods. 

Some consumer studies have addressed the issues of overweight dogs and cats 

through their owners.  Bland et al.24 looked at dog feeding frequencies among Australian 

households and found that overweight dogs would get treats significantly more often than 

normal weight dogs would.  In addition they found a correlation between pets being 

overweight and frequency of exercise.  Another study by Suarez et al.25 studied owners of 

overweight dogs in their selection of pet food.  These authors found that owners of 

overweight dogs had less interest in the nutritional quality of their pet’s food and were 
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more prone to special offers of commercial dog food than the owners of normal weight 

dogs.  Nijland et al.26 looked at overweight dogs and cats in the Netherlands and tried to 

determine if animal obesity is related to owner obesity.  These authors found that 

overweight dogs are likely to have overweight owners.  This association was not proven 

for cats, though.  This may depend on the age of the owner, as a different study conducted 

by Heuberger and Wakshlag27 determined that cats of older people were more likely to be 

overweight than younger cat owners. 

Another questionnaire study used photos of pet food products to acquire about 

importance of brand, type (canned or dry), price, and owner’s idea of pet preference to the 

pet owners in Thailand.28  This study found that the brand of dog food, followed by what 

the pet would prefer were the main factors to the pet owner.  A study comparing home use 

test and laboratory animal preference found that home pets had considerable variation in 

their liking towards the three different foods according to their owners’ ratings.29  

Considering this, future studies may be of interest to measure actual animal liking of food 

and owner perception of animal liking of food in home conditions.  Furthermore, no 

studies were found that would go beyond a questionnaire study to measure importance of 

odor or appearance of actual pet foods to pet owners. 

 

Pets and Palatability  

Palatability is defined as pleasantness of taste of feed to animals and is understood 

through the sensory characteristics of food, such as taste, flavor, and mouthfeel.9,16  

Typical methods for palatability measurement among dogs and cats include preference and 
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acceptability testing.  Preference implies that a choice is to be made between sample foods 

and this is typically conducted using a two-bowl test.16  Important factors in this test 

include first choice – which sample is sniffed or tasted first, amount of food consumed, and 

intake ratio (calculated as a ratio of one food consumed over sum of both foods 

consumed).  One-bowl test is used to measure acceptability of a food sample.  Important 

factors would include amount consumed as well as intake ratio in case several foods are 

compared using a consecutive feeding plan.  The two-bowl test would often be conducted 

using kennel or laboratory dogs or cats, while the one-bowl test is more suitable for the 

home environment during an in-house testing. 

 

Preference and Acceptability 

Food preferences of dogs and cats and any determining factors that would influence 

preferences have been extensively described elsewhere.14,30-38  Most authors speculate 

about cat preferences based on the knowledge of tasting capabilities and historic 

background (carnivores) of cats, while limited research is available on ingredient and 

texture preferences.  For example in fat type preference, cats would prefer bleached tallow 

over chicken fat or butter, while 25% of fat content was preferred over 10% and 50%.39  

Furthermore, according to MacDonald et al.40 cats find medium-chain fatty acids 

unpalatable.  Texture importance was shown by Hullar et al.41  Those authors found that 

when extruded, diets that contain vegetable ingredients become more palatable.  No order-

of-preference of different types of meats is available for cats as it is for dogs.  According to 

Lohse42, dog preference for different meats is beef>lamb>chicken>horsemeat (when 
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served as fresh cubes) and according to Houpt and Hintz33 

beef=pork>lamb=chicken>horsemeat (when served as cooked ground meat).  In addition 

dogs would prefer canned or cooked meats over fresh ones.42  Some studies have reported 

ingredient and processing effects, such as soybean usage43-44, spent hen meal usage45, 

moisture level effect46, and use of enzymes such as carbohydrases44 on palatability of foods 

in dogs and cats.  Most often these types of studies would relate palatability to digestibility 

and quality characteristics of the pet foods, but not to sensory characteristics or actual 

consumer attitudes or preferences. 

Food preferences have been associated to environmental factors such as early 

feeding experiences and neonatal development.47-48  Neophobia, the dislike to try new 

foods may be directly associated to young animal experiences and affects cat and dog food 

acceptability.49  Other environmental factors such as living conditions, number and age of 

people living in a household, other pets in household, should be considered.  Preferences of 

animals housed in kennels or free-ranging farm animals and animals who live at home are 

usually different.35  Few studies have even linked family characteristics and palatability 

aspects50,29 and have tried to relate owner personality to selection of companion animal 

breed or type.51-52  Furthermore, van den Bos et al. looked at cat body language and 

behavior characteristics as a predictor of palatability.53  According to some studies cats and 

dogs are able to balance their diets based on nutritional composition54-56, thus nutrients in 

companion animal food that are detected based on their sensory properties should not be 

overlooked.  It is likely that acceptability of a food is determined based on a combination 
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of factors presented here, and this presents a challenge for future studies in pet food 

research. 

Small number of animals tested and considerable variation within the results are 

typical palatability testing limitations.  It is common to divide animals into groups based 

on their gender, age, or weight, but not look beyond these characteristics.  Furthermore, in 

preference testing (2-bowl test) and in acceptability testing (1-bowl test) the animal 

performing the test may not have other food choices other than the ones presented and thus 

may be forced to eat a food even if they find it less palatable.  It seems other explanations 

beyond the ones explored should be sought in explaining animal preferences and these may 

include sensory characteristics such as flavor and texture of the foods, but also animal 

character, family type, and other factors may have a role in determining preferences.  

Using a larger number of animals would increase the costs of testing, but would also 

provide possibilities of clustering animals into different liking groups. 

 

Instrumental flavor studies 

As with human foods, flavor characteristics can be measured using instrumental means in 

pet foods.  Few studies have looked at pet food composition from a flavor perspective, 

though.  In a study of moist cat foods several measurement types, such as electronic nose, 

sensory characteristics, volatile compounds, texture parameters, and palatability were used 

to find correlations.18  Those authors found that although sensory evaluation and volatile 

compounds predicted preference better, electronic nose measurements were faster and 

easier to conduct.  Oladipupo et al. looked at electronic nose and electronic tongue in 
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relation to palatability and found good correlation among those as well as potential of these 

methods for use in quality control.57  Limitations to the use of electronic tongue and nose 

include providing a profile fingerprint of the flavor or aromatic characteristics of the pet 

food that may be difficult to understand in terms of actual sensory properties.  Another 

study looked at volatile compounds and sensory characteristics of dry dog foods.58  Those 

authors found that dry dog foods are complex products and that a more defined sample set 

would help pinpoint relationships among volatiles and sensory attributes.  Limitations of 

using volatile compounds measurement systems such as GC-MS and GC-O include 

differences in perception of a single volatile and a combination of volatiles and have been 

reviewed elsewhere.59  Texture research has looked at behavioral characteristics such as 

kibble grasping and biting and related this into instrumental measurements; kibble shape 

and size are important factors for palatability as cat and dog muzzle sizes and shapes 

determine which kibbles are easier to ingest but may also help with applications such as 

dental hygiene.60  As sensory analysis of pet foods performed by humans is often 

complicated and expensive to conduct, further studies relating animal acceptability, 

sensory characteristics, and instrumental measurements of appearance, taste, flavor, 

texture, and quality are of interest.   

 

Future challenges and opportunities 

Pet food products such as balanced dry food, canned food, as well as snacks and treats are 

abundantly available in the marketplace.  The success of those products comes down to the 

companion animal – cat or dog – accepting the product as palatable.  This is complemented 
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by owner perception, as the owner purchases and offers the product to their pet as well as a 

myriad of other factors that all influence palatability.  So far pet food sensory analysis has 

not dealt with in-depth analysis of reasons for acceptability and has focused more on 

palatability testing that often provides limited information.  In addition most research 

seems to be proprietary.  Future research opportunities are abundant in looking at 

ingredient or processing effects on sensory characteristics of pet foods, as well as 

determining liking based on characterizing the surrounding environment, behavior, and 

character of the companion animal. 
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Figure 1. Pet food sensory analysis research methods.  
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Table 1. Appearance attributes used in descriptive sensory analysis of pet foods. 
Attribute Food type Definition Reference 

standard 
Reference 

Brown color DD Yes  Yes 21 
Green color DD Yes  Yes 21 
Overall color, lightness WC, PF No No 17-18 
Red Brown color DD Yes  Yes 21 
Yellow-red color WC No No 18 
Color uniformity DD Yes  Yes 21 
Contrast WC No No 18 
Shape uniformity DD Yes  Yes 21 
Size uniformity DD, WC Yes  Yes 17, 21 
Fibrous DD Yes  Yes 21 
Flecks DD Yes  Yes 21 
Grainy DD Yes  Yes 21 
Oily DD, PF Yes  Yes 17, 21 
Porous DD Yes  Yes 21 
Shape DD Yes  Yes 21 
Size DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 21 
Starchy DD Yes  Yes 21 
Surface roughness, 
smoothness 

DD, PF Yes  Yes 17, 21 

Wet moist DD Yes  Yes 21 
Quantity of pieces WC No No 18 
DD – dry dog food; WC – wet cat food; DC – dry cat food; PF – pet food. 
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Table 2a. Aroma and flavor attributes used in descriptive sensory analysis of pet foods. 
Attribute Food type Definition Reference 

standard
Reference 

Ashy DD Yes  Yes 21 
Bacon DC No Yes 20 
Barnyard DD Yes  Yes 21 
Boiled WC No No 18 
Brothy DD Yes  Yes 21 
Brown DD Yes  Yes 21 
Bread crust DC No Yes 20 
Burnt DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 19-21 
Cardboard DD, PF Yes  Yes 17, 21 
Caramel WC, DC No Yes 18-20 
Carrot (raw) DD Yes  Yes 21 
Celery DD Yes  Yes 21 
Chicken, Poultry WC, DC No Yes  18-20 
Clove DD Yes  Yes 21 
Cooked DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 21 
Degraded WC No No 18 
Dusty/earthy DD Yes  Yes 21 
Earthy DD Yes  Yes 21 
Egg DD Yes  Yes 21 
Fermented DD Yes  Yes 21 
Fatty PF Yes No 17 
Fish, Tuna DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 18-21 
Garlic DD Yes  Yes 21 
Grain, Cereal DD, WC, DC, PF Yes  Yes 17-21 
Hay-like DD Yes  Yes 21 
Herbal WC Yes  Yes 19 
Herb, fresh DC No Yes 20 
Herb, dry DC No Yes 20 
Liver DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 21 
Meaty DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 18-21 
Metallic DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 21 
Methionine WC, DC No Yes 19, 20 
Musty/dusty DD Yes  Yes 21 
Musty DD Yes  Yes 21 
Offaly WC, DC No  Yes 19, 20 
Oily DD Yes  Yes 21 
Onion DD Yes  Yes 21 
Overall intensity WC No No 18 
Oxidized Oil, Painty DD, PF Yes  Yes 17, 21 
Pepper, black DD Yes  Yes 21 
Persistent WC No No 18 
Plastic DD Yes  Yes 21 
Prawn WC, DC No  Yes 19, 20 
Pungent DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 21 
Rancid, Oxidized WC, DC No  Yes 18-20 
Smoky DD Yes  Yes 21 
Soy DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 19-21 
Spice (complex) DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 18-21 
Brown Spice DD Yes  Yes 21 
Stale DD Yes  Yes 21 
Starchy DD Yes  Yes 21 
Straw-like DD Yes  Yes 21 
DD – dry dog food; WC – wet cat food; DC – dry cat food; PF – pet food. 
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Table 2b. Aroma and flavor attributes used in descriptive sensory analysis of pet foods. 
Attribute Food type Definition Reference 

standard
Reference 

Toasted DD Yes  Yes 21 
Vegetable (complex) DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 19, 21 
Vegemite DC No Yes 20 
Vitamin DD Yes  Yes 19-21 
Bitter DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 19-21 
Salt DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 19-21 
Sour DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 19-21 
Sweet DD, WC Yes  Yes 19, 21 
DD – dry dog food; WC – wet cat food; DC – dry cat food; PF – pet food.  
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Table 3. Texture attributes used in descriptive sensory analysis of pet foods. 
Attribute Food type Definition Reference 

standard
Reference 

Adhesion* WC No No 18 
Cohesiveness of mass* DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 21 
Chewiness WC No  Yes 19 
Fiberous DD Yes  Yes 21 
Firmness* DD, WC Yes  Yes 18, 21 
Fracturability, 
Brittleness 

DD, DC Yes  Yes 20-21 

Graininess DD Yes  Yes 21 
Gritty DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 19-21 
Hardness DD, WC, DC Yes  Yes 19-21 
Initial crispness DD Yes  Yes 21 
Mouthcoat DD Yes  Yes 21 
Oily mouthfeel DD Yes  Yes 21 
Roughness DC No Yes 20 
Powdery DD Yes  Yes 21 
Springiness DD Yes  Yes 21 
Viscosity  WC No  Yes 19 
*evaluated visually with fork; DD – dry dog food; WC – wet cat food; DC – dry cat food; PF – pet food. 
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